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Pamper your face. Lavish your skin.
Prove to yourself that this non-surgical
formulation is the most magnificent
compound you have ever applied.

RISKFREE
TRIAL

THE RESULT: Ultimate beautification at any age. Perfectly-even skin texture
that glows with baby-smoothness and youthful, line-free firmness.

(continued at the top of the next page)
Landmark research led to this electrifying breakthrough . . .
Here is some background: Wharton Jelly was named after the English physician and
anatomist, Thomas Wharton, who first referenced this substance in his publication, “Description
of the Glands of the Entire Body” published in 1656. As mentioned above, Wharton Jelly is a
gelatinous material combining a mixture of water, gelatin, lipids, proteins and enzymes.
Wharton Jelly is a rich source of STEM CELLS and other fetal specific proteins, fatty acids
and phospholipids. Most interesting and noteworthy is that while only one out of every
200,000,000 (Two-Hundred-Million) cord blood cells is a stem cell . . . 1 in every 300 of
Wharton Jelly cells is a STEM CELL.
After years of demonstrable case studies involving fetal surgeries, Dr. Petrikovsky theorized
that within Wharton Jelly must be a component which concentrates the production of stem cells,
thus leading to this marvelous healing power he observed in fetal skin. Moreover, if this component could be isolated and synthesized chemically, the same miraculous results witnessed in fetal

you see someone who is showing their age? Someone who looks perhaps even older than
their true calendar birthdate. Someone with wrinkles and lines and damaged skin?
Today — thanks to a doctor’s profound discovery, we bring landmark news about a
miraculous breakthrough in the science of skin care. A revolutionary compound called
Duplicell P199. There is nothing like this formula, anywhere. No competitive product
exists . . . yet seeing is believing. Indeed, when you apply this remarkable compound to
your face, you are not only putting an unprecedented, 100% safe, years-in-the-making
formula on the surface of your skin — you are literally “feeding” your face from the
inside-out. This is the key, the beauty advantage, and the unique difference of Duplicell
hat do you see when you look in the mirror? Your forehead, your eyes, the delicate
W
skin under your eyes, your cheeks, your upper lip area, around the sides of your
mouth, your chin, your jowls, your neck. Do you see someone who has defied age? Or do

DUPLICELL P199 WILL TRANSFORM YOUR FACE – WE PROMISE!

P199 — and this is the new technology which is available for you to experience today.
Duplicell P199 is doctor-developed, it is extraordinary — no other formula directly
sold anywhere, at any price, contains the amazing P199 peptide. It is a proprietary component, and it works, invisibly, under the surface of your skin’s epidermis, by stimulating
millions of stem cells to come out of “hibernation.” To start regenerating and duplicating
as they did in your youth, when your skin was moist, dewy, line-free, and had the texture
and radiance of a rose petal.
A Sexier, Younger Face Begins The Moment You Apply Duplicell P199
Plastic surgeons and dermatologists will poke your skin, rough it up, cut you, burn
you, bruise you, inject you, stitch you. Often times, when they are finished, you look different — not better — but oddly not yourself. Yet Duplicell P199 does for your skin what
your skin always naturally did for itself, without chemicals or drugs — re-activating the
stem cells that gave you a rich, flawless appearance. Just wait until you see the results!

The Protein Peptide in Wharton Jelly Responsible
For This Flawless and Complete Fetal Skin Regeneration Has Been
Isolated and Reproduced Clinically. It Is Called — P199.
he story of Duplicell P199 started with a doctor’s
discovery that fetal surgeries heal with no sign of
damage, not even the trace of a scar.
Dr. Boris Petrikovsky, M.D., Ph.D, whose
distinguished credits are listed above, is one of only a handful of doctors worldwide who perform
delicate “in-utero” surgeries — operating on fetuses within the womb and removing tumors and
other growths from babies before birth.
In case after case, Dr. Petrikovsky found that fetal surgeries heal with NO SCARRING and
no damage whatsoever — absolutely no sign of intrusion or disfigurement in the wound area.
Subsequent research determined this miraculous healing capacity was due to an instant injury
repair system incited by STEM CELLS, mostly contained in a gelatinous substance found within
the umbilical cord. A substance known as WHARTON JELLY. Further studies revealed that a
specific STEM CELL STIMULATING PROTEIN in Wharton Jelly ignites this entire process of
fetal healing.

Dr. Boris Petrikovsky, M.D., Ph.D,
(Fetal Physiology) and Chief of
Maternal-Fetal Medicine,
NY Downtown Hospital
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It took a dramatic discovery by a world
acclaimed surgeon to unlock the secret
of flawless, line-free, naturally youthful
skin at any age.

An OLDER FACE – Sags, Creases, Age Lines, Visible Wrinkles...
Or A YOUTHFUL FACE – Soft, Smooth, Firm, Radiant...

Which Face Do YOU Want?

Duplicell P199 Gives Your Face
A Youthful, Age-Defying Appearance...
Look up to 11 Years Younger in 4 Weeks – Guaranteed!

skin could be replicated in adult skin as well. Finally, after tireless research and at extreme cost,
the greatest success in anti-aging history was achieved.
The Discovery and Laboratory Bio-Synthesis of the “P199” Component
Became a Biotechnological Reality, And It Has Now Been Incorporated
Into The Duplicell P199 Formula.
SKIN CARE THERAPY HAS ENTERED AN ADVANCED NEW FRONTIER.
It took many years of trial and error testing, but Dr. Petrikovsky, in conjunction with a major
research and development company, was finally able to isolate and create a synthetic peptide that
“copies” the chemical protein in Wharton Jelly and triggers the safe, efficient arousal of stem cells
in adult skin — P199.
With this discovery, a paradigm shift in the way skin care will be modeled in the generations
to come is now available today. Duplicell P199 effectively incites stem cell production in the
subcutaneous layers of your skin — daily application of this unique formula stimulates your body
to naturally “turn on a switch,” telling the millions of lackluster, hibernating stem cells to start
producing again as they did when you were 30 years of age or younger and your face was smooth,
radiant, hydrated and devoid of wrinkles and ugly age lines.
Obviously, skin care technology will never be the same, because for the first time, a topical
cream has been developed which works from the “inside-out,” triggering nature’s own magnificent
tools — your very own STEM CELLS — to carry out an ongoing rejuvenation process.
Botox® cannot do what Duplicell P199 does. Restylane® cannot do what Duplicell P199
does. No cosmetic on any counter, anywhere in the world, can do what Duplicell P199 does.
Of course, actions speak louder than words, which is why you are invited with NO-RISK whatsoever to experience the wonders of this magnificent compound. Duplicell P199 is every bit as good
as we claim, and will help you look MANY YEARS YOUNGER, OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

Duplicell P199 works for men, too

When you look great, you feel great — confident, competitive, successful, ahead of the game.
Duplicell P199 works magnificently for men and will give your face a youthful, unwrinkled appearance!
100% RISK-FREE: Try Duplicell P199
for 30 days. Prove how effective it is
on your own skin. Duplicell P199 penetrates quickly and dries invisibly. No
one will know you are wearing this compound, but your skin will take on a whole
new look of youthful attractiveness.
Duplicell P199 is not a drug or a dangerous chemical. It will not redden or burn
your skin, it will not plump or dry your
skin. When you apply Duplicell P199
to your face, you are utilizing Dr. Petrikovsky’s breakthrough stem cell stimulating formula to help erase lines, wrinkles
and skin damage that makes you look
older, worn out, tired — even over the
hill.
Why “disadvantage” yourself?
Groom your face with Duplicell P199 in
just seconds a day. It is fast, easy —
and it will turn heads!

Welcome To Duplicell P199

And A New Standard of Phenomenal Skin Care
Invented By The World’s Foremost In-Utero Surgeon, Dr. Boris Petrikovsky, M.D., Ph.D
Introducing a revolutionary formula which does much more than just penetrate
the surface of your skin with lubricating emoillents and moisturizing chemicals.
Duplicell P199 stimulates the renewal of your body’s own STEM CELLS —
THIS IS THE KEY TO A YEARS YOUNGER-LOOKING FACE,
GLOWING, RADIANT, SILKY-SMOOTH & LINE-FREE!

Your Face Will Be
As Smooth And Soft
As A Newborn Child’s

Duplicell P199 utilizes the science of stem cell duplication
to regenerate your skin from the inside-out.

“When you pamper and trust your skin to
Duplicell P199, we don’t just promise you
breathtaking results, we guarantee it” . . .

The #1 Breakthrough In Anti-Aging History
Now available — a doctor-developed, non-surgical STEM CELL
skin breakthrough that promises to give you . . .

Risky...
Painful...
Expensive...
Temporary...

The Most Gorgeous, Youthful,
Velvety-Smooth, Radiant Skin
You Have Ever Seen!
AN ANTI-AGING
MIRACLE...

I

n order to fully comprehend the advancement in skin technology represented today
through the release of Duplicell P199, you
must first understand the powerful function of
stem cells and their key role in skin’s progression, and ultimately — in the restorative and
rejuvenescent capability stem cells provide
with respect to skin texture, density, preserDigital Stem Cell
vation and anti-aging.
Representation
Effectively, as we age — even as young
as 25 and 30 — our skin begins to lose its flexibility and thickness, along with a corresponding decrease in natural tautness and firmness. In addition, as the regeneration of skin
cells starts to diminish, elasticity is compromised and age lines, sags, creases and wrinkles
start to develop. Skin loses moisture, becomes drier, composition thins — and damage
from the sun and environmental factors cause discoloration and blotches to appear.
For years, scientists and researchers were puzzled and discouraged in their search for
the fundamental cause of skin’s decline over time. Theories and postulations were put to the
test, all in vain. New products were constantly developed and brought to the marketplace,
predominately adding temporary moisture (water) and oil, but little else, to the skin. Even
the most expensive preparations with fancy names and celebrity endorsements were seldom
more than sophisticated moisturizing agents.
Then — several years ago, a physician and surgeon by the name of Dr. Boris Petrikovsky,
M.D., Ph.D, began some groundbreaking work. His expertise as a preeminent medical
specialist was in fetal surgery, where he performed delicate operations on babies’ while
they were still in the womb, before they were even born. Dr. Petrikovsky’s astonishing
efforts were not only heroic and humanitarian — and in many cases, life-saving — but
his discoveries regarding wound healing at the surgical site were equally provocative and
compelling.
Dr. Petrikovsky observed that fetal surgeries always healed with no scarring or skin
disfigurement at the point of incision. This observation was repeated without exception,
and led to his organizing a team of scientists who conducted detailed trial and error experimentation to determine the source of this miraculous healing property.
Dr. Petrikovsky’s fascinating work is explained in summary when you open this overleaf, and has its basis in the rich fertility of stem cells. Yes, Dr. Petrikovsky and his research
staff were able to define the origin of the phenomenal healing capacity demonstrated in
fetal skin, and their findings were both reproducible and irrefutable: STEM CELLS.
Amazingly, subcutaneous stem cells have the capability of regenerating and duplicating themselves, thereby accelerating epidermal renewal while slowing the skin aging
process. But in order to do this, there needs to be a trigger. Specifically, stem cells need a
catalyst to “talk” to them, to tell them, in a manner of speaking, to “turn-on.” To replicate.
To rejuvenate the skin, from the inside-out.
The research team led by Dr. Petrikovsky therefore had a daunting task. What was the
trigger point? Could it be found and isolated? It took years of painstaking studies, but they
finally found their answer. It was a protein peptide, and they called it P199.

TRY IT TODAY
ABSOLUTELY

Why Endanger Your Face With Botox

RISKFREE!

®

(Scientifically known as: Botulinum toxin type A)

Botox® is a temporary fix. It may last up to 4 months, give or take 30 days or so. After that,
whatever improvement you may have experienced diminishes further and further, and you are back
to square one. Botox® is painful, expensive, there is recovery time — and it is always risky.
On the other hand, Duplicell P199 is 100% safe, requires no prescription or doctor’s visit,
no needles, no injection, and it is not a drug. Duplicell P199 is the only compound directly sold
anywhere that contains the proprietary P199 peptide — clinically tested to increase stem cell
markers by as much as 350%. The result is smooth, firm, taut, dewy skin and a YEARS YOUNGER
LOOKING FACE. See for yourself. You be the judge. This formula is an anti-aging innovation!

Visit our website 24 hours a day, www.duplicell.com

WHY TELL ANYONE YOUR REAL AGE?

With Duplicell P199 On Your Face, Working For You . . .
You Are Going To Look So Smashing, So Youthful, So Beautiful . . .

NO ONE IS GOING TO BELIEVE
HOW OLD YOU ARE ANYWAY!
 Not A Drug  Not A Coverup  Not A Filler  No Prescription Needed
 No Needles  No Scapels  No Injections  No Corrections

Try Duplicell P199 On Your Face RISK-FREE For 30 Days!
Watch the indescribable transformation as your skin truly “youthifies” by years...

H

ere is what we now guarantee to you, specifically and unconditionally: That two weeks from the very day you
first apply Duplicell P199 to your face, you will look up to 7 years younger. That 30 days from your first application, you will look up to 11 YEARS YOUNGER. And as you continue using this revolutionary compound,
you will continue to look younger and more glamorous — with skin that becomes firmer in appearance, softer, tauter,
more supple, silky and dewy. Radiant. Glowing. Baby-smooth.

Look up to 11 Years
Younger In Just 30 Days.
THAT’S THE AMAZING POWER
OF DUPLICELL P199
AND THE REJUVENESCENCE OF
STEM-CELL STIMULATION.
Apply Duplicell P199 daily to your face and
watch trouble spots vanish. Those menacing forehead wrinkles, crow’s feet, lip lines
...the furrows and sags in your jowls and
neck...incredibly, you are going to react in
disbelief as Duplicell P199 turns back the
clock on aging skin.
It happens quickly, scientifically.
That’s because Duplicell P199 works
symbiotically with the chemistry already
born into your skin, arousing your dormant
stem cells to start regenerating again as
they did when your face was youthful and
spongy and satiny-smooth. Duplicell P199
is not a makeup. It is a skin “rejuvenator”
that keeps you looking young and sexy
no matter how old you are. Try this formula
RISK-FREE today and experience the #1
advancement in skin care history.
There is nothing, anywhere, like it.

Diminish Appearance of Wrinkles

56%

Increase Collagen Production
Decrease Looseness of Skin

84%

54%

In 5 Days Exfoliation Increases

84.7%

Regardless Of Your Age...Transform Your Skin Starting Today!
Duplicell P199 Works Magically On The Most “Problematic” Areas Of Your Face.

The skin around your lips is delicate, sensual, soft and naturally beautiful — yet it is problematic. As human beings, we are constantly communicating, talking, smiling, laughing. Opening and closing our mouths and
exposing this sensitive skin tissue to constant expressive movements. As
a result, as we age this area is susceptible to an increased loss of elasticity
and the onset of deep furrows, crevices, recesses, age lines and what is
referred to as “granny” lips.
Duplicell P199 works wonderfully in this area, inciting massive stem
cell invigoration to rejuvenate the texture and composition of skin in this
most vulnerable part of our face. Duplicell P199 is not a simple skin
cream. It is an advanced formulation clinically proven to incite the arousal
and duplication of stem cells — the very key to baby-smooth, silky, line free
skin at any age. Prove it to yourself...there is absolutely NO-RISK!

Duplicell P199 Is Not A Coverup,



Not A Temporary Wrinkle Smoother.

This 100% safe, proven compound can be worn with or without makeup.
Duplicell P199 is not a filler and is certainly not a simple moisturizer. The
truth is, your face is going to look healthier, fresher and younger than ever
before. Users have hailed it a “Facelift Without Surgery!”

Mind you, this is not the result of lasering or facial massage. This is not the result of expensive and painful plastic
surgery, or of injecting a “filler” into your skin. This is, in fact, the result of science. Of a magnificent new beginning in
skin care. Of an advancement which is bigger and broader than anything you have ever experienced or read about before.
YES, finally — an entirely new approach to skin revitalization has become a reality thanks to the brilliant and exhaustive
efforts of one doctor and a relentless team of research and development specialists. This breakthrough has its basis in
STEM CELL regeneration, and it is far beyond simply newsworthy. It is historic. It is epic.

Imagine What Is About To Happen:
Your skin is going to take on a whole new level of youthful smoothness.
It is as though your face suddenly ‘races back’ in time — not by mere days or weeks,
but by YEARS . . . back to when the mirror was your ally and your skin was free of
lines and creases — when it was firm, spongy, naturally-hydrated, dewy, velvety, glistening.
Please understand — the power of STEM CELL biochemistry is not unfounded science or unbased theory or
postulation. Clinical experimentation, intense laboratory
studies and exhaustive research has gone into the exploration and reproducible landmark findings associated with
stem cell discovery and development.
This is why the information in front of you represents a
new tier of ultimate skin care advancement, beautification
and rejuvenation. And this is why you can now rejoice in
knowing that “age” itself is not the true culprit of wrinkles
and furrows and sags and creases and blotches and other
spots and imperfections that mar your looks. That deflate
you physically and emotionally. And that make you feel
unattractive, old and unappealing.
The Real Blame For Wrinkles is the Depletion
Of Stem Cells in the Subcutaneous Layers
Of Your Skin’s Epidermis.
This is the Problem!
Let’s be honest. Through your early 20’s, your body is
like a metabolic furnace. Firing on all pistons. And your
skin is part of that perfect machine, with new cells constantly replacing the older cells, bringing you the freshness
and fertility that appears to be endless. Then — when you
reach age 25 and 30, things begin to change. You start to
notice the first signs of skin “tiring,” of sun and environmental damage, of a tiny spot or discoloration here and
there. Of the first indication of an age line. A crease or
furrow that was never evident before. A wrinkle.
Unfortunately, the technology of yesterday treated this
as the start of the natural “aging process” and sold you
every manner of moisturizing cosmetic and every recipe
of skin-softening emollient they could blend together in
an attempt to pour water back into your skin. But water
is an inorganic substance. Water dries. Water evaporates
and disappears back into the atmosphere.
There is no shortage though, of products on counters
in department stores everywhere that lure you with promises of ‘extended life’ and ‘rehydration’ and fancy bottles,
exotic ingredients and celebrity endorsements. They all
have one thing in common: They are treating your skin
from the “outside-in.” They are trying to force moisture
into your face. And they are stuck in the ideology of . . .
YESTERDAY’S TECHNOLOGIES!
But today is a new day. And the revolutionary news

you are reading right now has a clear and unambiguous
tenet: WRINKLES ARE NOT CAUSED BY AGING.
They are caused by the DEPLETION OF STEM CELL
DUPLICATION which occurs naturally as we age. This is
the difference. It is a major revelation. It is still a largely
neglected cosmetological secret trivialized by the largest
companies with popular brands and enormous advertising
budgets. Interestingly, researchers have discovered —
Stem Cells Do Not Permanently Die.
Rather, As We Age, Stem Cells Go
Into a State of Hibernation.
Dr. Petrikovsky and his colleagues, who are on the
cutting-edge of stem cell technology and its role in skin
repair, realized that the slowing down of stem cell duplication as we age — even as young as 25 and 30 — was the
true cause-result of wrinkling skin. Thus, their research
was dedicated to finding a component which would trigger
dormant stem cells to come out of hibernation. To start
multiplying again as they did when skin was flawlessly
youthful and satiny. To rejuvenate in the massive numbers
that give skin its silky, line-free, supple appearance.
With The Discovery and Biotechnology Of The
P199 Peptide, They Had Their Breakthrough.
They Had Their Catalyst — The Trigger-Point.
And now, with the production of Duplicell P199,
youthful-looking skin at any age is a reality. Indeed, Dr.
Petrikovsky — through the discovery of “P199” and its
incorporation into the Duplicell P199 formulation — was
able to successfully “turn on the switch” telling millions
of lackluster stem cells to start duplicating again, to come
out of dormancy. To “turn on” again, from deep within
the subcutaneous layers of the epidermis. From the “inside-out” . . . automatically initiated with each 100% safe
application of this marvelous formulation.
Simply apply Duplicell P199 to your face and neck
daily and watch what happens. It won’t take long before
you are blinking and staring at your skin in the mirror.
In fact, in as little as 30 days, you are going to see the
“younger version of you” beautifully reappear. Duplicell
P199 is so remarkable, we want you to try it RISK-FREE
ON YOUR FACE FOR 30 DAYS! The truth is, once you
try Duplicell P199, once you experience the difference,
you are going to join others who hail this formula as a
“Facelift Without Surgery” — and who think of every
other product and compound as virtually . . . obsolete!

– IMPORTANT NEWS –
Duplicell P199 is NOT a drug,
and this revolutionary formulation
is NOT the result of harvesting
embryonic stem cells!
Many years passed before the Duplicell P199 compound became a
commercially available product. From Dr. Petrikovsky’s initial observations
that fetal skin healed flawlessly after surgery (absolutely no scarring and no
detectable injury visible at birth) — until the first bottle of this unprecedented
formula was sealed and packaged, the enormity of biochemical research
and scientific experimentation has been nothing less than astounding and
nothing short of miraculous.
Dr. Petrikovsky’s preeminent skills as an in-utero surgeon are second
to none anywhere in the world. His insights and understanding of human
skin tissue is astute, and led him to pinpoint his research on the gelatinous
material known as Wharton Jelly found within the umbilical cord. It was
here — specifically within the Wharton Jelly and NOT in the embryo itself,
that Dr. Petrikovsky and his dedicated research team were able to isolate
and identify the protein peptide responsible for the extraordinary skin repair
mechanism that demonstrated itself conclusively with each newborn baby’s
birth. Once they were able to identify this protein, which they called “P199,”
the entire professional team worked tirelessly until the in-vitro (laboratory)
synthesis of P199 was both successful and reproducible.

100% Safe and Prescription-Free
Duplicell P199 is the result of years of research and is not a drug.
Therefore, it is not subject to drug testing or FDA bureaucracy. This formulation is 100% safe for both women and men, regardless of skin texture or
composition — and because it is not a drug, there are no worries of a drug
interaction or of negative side effects.
Beautiful, radiant, glowing and smooth skin does not require cutting,
needles, burning or lasering...Duplicell P199 is a rich, specialized, creambased topical compound that penetrates the skin quickly and invisibly, and
leaves no residue or sticky sheen on your skin. Very importantly, no matter
what any other beauty or cosmetic manufacturer may tell you or attempt
to imply in their advertising, there is no other preparation directly sold anywhere — in any boutique, retail outlet, doctor’s office or department store
— that contains the P199 peptide. No company anywhere in the world can
justifiably tell you that their product is able to stimulate stem cell regeneration like Duplicell P199, because no other organization has access to the
P199 peptide.
Cosmetologists, dermatologists and plastic surgeons are obviously in
business for profit, and their personal success depends on selling their services, their products, and their technologies to you. Most of these professionals are well-intentioned and dedicated to their craft, but because Duplicell P199 is so new and cutting-edge, they are unaware it even exists. If
they have any knowledge or aptitude regarding the awesome power of stem
cell arousal and duplication, it is limited at best. (Please remember that
Dr. Petrikovsky, M.D., Ph.D, is the foremost in-utero surgeon in the world,
and the Duplicell P199 formula is based on his observations of the flawless
skin condition he witnessed at the surgical sight of newborn babies who had
undergone fetal surgery.) This is a breakthrough in skin care science.

Duplicell P199 Is So Good,
We Expect A Rapid Sellout . . .
ORDER NOW — RISK-FREE FOR 30 DAYS!
Simply call the toll-free number on your Personal Reservation Form
to try Duplicell P199 without risk and experience what others are jubilantly describing as a “Facelift Without Surgery!”
Words alone are not enough to convince everyone to send for this stateof-the-art compound, however, we expect a rapid sellout of this charter
production cycle. Order today to avoid disappointment. Try Duplicell
P199 RISK-FREE for 30 days. This formula is so remarkable, once
you try it — it sells itself. Please take us up on our offer. There is nothing to lose. You are going to look spectacular!

CLINICAL STUDIES HAVE CONCLUSIVELY DEMONSTRATED A SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN STEM CELL MARKERS WHEN EXPOSED TO THE “P199” PROTEIN PEPTIDE FORMULATED INTO THE DUPLICELL P199 COMPOUND.
THIS PROPRIETARY PEPTIDE, “P199” HAS PASSED ALL CASE STUDIES WITH FLYING COLORS. DR. PETRIKOVSKY’S CAPABILITY TO ISOLATE AND SYNTHESIZE “P199” IN A LABORATORY IS PROVEN...IT IS A BREAKTHROUGH.




Stem Cell Marker Cytokeratin C-15

BASE

Stem Cell Marker Cytokeratin C-19

BASE

350% INCREASE

240% INCREASE

